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largar
It means to give the exit or the departure (in a competition).  In Colombia it also means to let go.  Loosen a rope or a
handle slowly.  It can also be saying one thing with insolence and bad manners. 

largarse
Means go, leave, starting, disappear, leaving.

large
It is an English word which means big, wide, extensive, numerous, very large, very extensive.

largo
It means of great length.  It also means long lasting in time.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin. 

larguen
It is a long inflection, which means release, release, start. 

larguero
It is a piece of wood that is three meters or longer.  10 centimetres wide and 10 high or thick.   It is also a way to call the
transom of an arc for the practice of football.  Quadrant, head.  trim Kit, bar, baluster.

laricina
It is the name of a bitter-tasting, water-soluble substance found in coniferous plants of the genera Larice or Larix, known
as larches (of the Pinaceae family). 

larin
Larin is a surname in El Salvador and Canada.  Alexander Larín is Salvadoran and Clyde Larín Canadian, both are
outstanding players.  Both have figured in their national teams.

larraga
Larraga is a small village in the province of Navarre, Spain. It has about 2000 inhabitants and festivals of Corpus Christi
are very famous. Common surname in Navarra.

larrea
Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin and more exactly Basque.  Larrea is a Spanish Council of the municipality of
Barrundia in the province of Alava in Spain.  Larrea is an Argentine town in Buenos aires and the name of a railway
station.

larrin
larrín is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Larrín; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Larrín is a name
of English women. Character who played Jill Wagner in Stargate Atlantis.

larvas



Juvenile stage of an animal that has indirect development or which undergoes metamorphosis. They have totally
different from the adult Anatomy, Physiology, ecology and appearance. It is also used to describe tiny fish in their early
development faces. In Colombia we sometimes use the word larva to qualify an immature person or that he is a thug.

las dos
It means both, together.

las enéadas
Also called "The Six Enéadas" or simply "Enéadas", it is a collection of writings by Plotino, a Greek philosopher and
edited by his disciple Porfirio (In Ancient Greece).

las kellys
Used synonymously and is something derogatory maid, waitress, aseador.  Kelly is a name of English origin woman and
means the fighter.  Oil slang a Kelly is a type of attachment that is located on the rotary table and serves to align the
pipe inserted into the drilling of a well.

las olínticas
It is a set of three political speeches of Demosthenes in 349 a.  (C).  He gave them urging the defense of Olynthus (ally
of Athens), attack of the Macedonians.

las tic
The information technology and communication ( ICT ) they have one influence more and more in the way of
communicating, learning and life. For the UN and UNESCO ICT help to achieve universal access to education and
improve equality and the quality of the same; They also contribute to community development more quickly.

las tracalas
the tracalas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Trácalas" being its meaning:<br>Dishonest people who
deceive and cheat others.  Timadoras, scammers.

lasa
At the educational level it is the acronym of the Latin American Studies Association.  It is an entity that promotes
communication and interaction between academics and intellectuals in the region.  There is the term Lhasa, with h
intermediate.  Lhasa is a breed of dogs of small size.  Lhasa is the name of the Forbidden City, the Capital of Tibet.

lasallista
It belongs to the community of San Juan Bautista de La Salle.  That belongs to the Brothers of La Salle.  Lasalista can
also be used.  That is part of the Brothers of the Christian Schools.  He is a student of the College of De La Salle or the
University of La Salle. 

lasca
It means chop, slice, Blade, slice, layer, laja.  Piece of rock that breaks in the form sheet.  Flat and thin piece that
emerges from a rock.  Each of the blades of a slate rock.

lasciba
The correct term is lewd.  It means voluptuous, libidinous, lustful.  lewd.  Little breed.  Impure.



lasciva
It means lustful, vicious, voluptuous, erotic, libidinous.

lascivo
It means voluptuous, lustful, lúbrico, libidinous, impudent, concupiscent, erotic, sinful.

laser
It is an optical device that generates a beam of light of a single frequency.  Monochrome beam of light. 

lasiaos}
lasiaos} is incorrectly written and should be written as "Lasiados or relaxers." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
lasiados. It means smooth, straightened, straight. It refers to the hair of the Indians to the Spanish found the Caribbean
upon arrival.

lasluisa
Lasluisa, is a common surname in the cities of Ambato and Latacunga and Santo Domingo in Ecuador.

lassen
It is the name of a park national volcanic of the United States, located north of California.  It has many hydrothermal
resources.

lastona
Bot. Laston plant. Lively perennial, with rigid, peloso stems in knots, long and narrow leaves and erect stems, arranged
in a panicle long and sparse. Rompebarrigas ( Brachypodium pinnatum ). It also tends to be a female name of little use.

lastra
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin (Asturian).  It is a word of Latin origin meaning stone elongated and flat.  I
was used for paving streets and roads.  Cobble, lasca, llasca, losa, yambria, slate.  It is an inflection of ballast.  Pave,
paving, cement.  Stone smooth and flat.

lastrada
Inflection of ballast, which means to lose quality or quantity.  Put or place greater weight, load .  Balanced.  It can also
mean supported, helped (who required support or help).  In Argentina in street language can mean eating, feeding or
fornicating. 

lastre
That weighs much, causing discomfort under their weight.  Load, weight counterbalance, impediment, obstacle,
difficulty, clog, brake, impediment.

lastres
Plural of laste.  It means weight, counterweight, load.  It also means impediment, hindrance, brake, obstacle, maturity,
poise, judgment, common sense.

lata



In Colombia we use the Tin term with several meanings.  It can be annoyance, nuisance, stinging, refrain, disgust,
boredom, brass.  tinplate, metal sheet, plate, container, pot, Bowl, jar and disgust.

lataces
Lataces is elmplural of Lataz ( in latin latax, meaning Otter ).  They are truly marine otters, its scientific name is Enhydra
lutris, lives in the North Pacific and is in the family Mustelidae.

latam
LATAM is the new symbol of national airlines of Chile, before LAN ( Today Latin America 41 air lines are called; after
buying other airlines, like for example Aires in Colombia.

latanero
It means that it belongs to the genus Latania, a kind of small Palms porte, calls arecas, palma areca, Royal Palm, dwarf
Palm or Palm fan.  Its scientific name is Latania loddigesii (blue Areca) or Latania lontaroides (Areca red).  They belong
to the family Arecaceae.  It is also the person who cultivates in nurseries dwarf palms.  It is also a way to call the natives
of Mauritius or the Mascarenes.

lated
Lated is an English word that means it's late.

latente
It means he's alive or exists even if he doesn't notice or manifest.  Hidden, hidden, asleep, undercover.  That at any time
it can arise or manifest itself.  Potential, secret, secluded. 

later
It is a word of the English language that means later, later, later, later, later, late, later, then.

lateral
Relative to one side , relative to one side .  In the game of some sports, it is the player who acts by the bands or sides. 
Acting on the end. 

latex
The correct term is latex, always with tilde.  It is the name given in botany to a rubbery resin or colloidal aqueous
suspension present in some seedlings.  It is the most elastic material known. 

laticífera
It means that it produces latex.  It usually refers to the plant that produces latex, which is a natural rubbery resin or
natural colloidal aqueous suspension.  Latex is the most elastic material known. 

latifundio
In Colombia is a land of great extension, usually thousands of hectares, almost always of natural linen.  Herd.

latifundio y minifundio
In Colombia herd, immense grounds, usually located in the Eastern Plains.  Usually of thousands of hectares.  They live



a landowner.  Smallholding is an area of very little expansion.  Plot, conuco, lot.  It dominates the Cundiboyacense
Savannah.  They are usually a few hectares or acres and almost always less than them.  In these, he lives a
sharecropper or poor peasant.

latifundios
It means very large and single-owner land.  Founded or large-length premises.  It's quite the opposite of mini-fundio.

latifundista
A person who owns large tracts of land.  Landowner, owner of hato.

latinoamérica
It is the whole formed by the union of all Latin countries of America.  It's the same as Latin America.  A set of countries
that have in common the origin of their respective languages in Latin, which allows to bring together not only those who
speak Spanish, but also those of Portuguese or French language.  This is an ethnic-geographical concept. 

latirismo
In medicine it is the paralysis of the legs, caused by intoxication generated by the intake of afaca, pea or almorta, which
is a legume plant. 

latizal
The forestry latizal is considered a type of intermediate forest, where the trees that it has a DAP 10 and 30 cm.  Major
diameter is called fustal.  Minor diameter is called a seedling.  The latizal is a wooded intermediate strata, from trees
which have not reached maturity.   (DAP mean diameter at the height of the chest).  The heights of these trees varies
between 10 and 20 metres.

lato sensu
They are not words of Spanish language but of the Polish language. Lato means summer and sensu meant. Which is
asked in Polish by the meaning ( sensu ) from Lato, which is summer.

latoso
It means that it puts a lot of can.  Annoying, annoying, foolish, tired.  Heavy, mop. 

latria
It is more suitable latria.  It means reverence, worship, and worship that is due to God alone.  Reverence, submission,
closeness.  It is used as a suffix . 

laucha
It is a way to call in Chile and Argentina the field mouse or mouse of the meadows.  Qualifier given to a person of small
consistency (thin and small). 

lauda
It means tombstone of the tomb.  makes special reference to tombstones with coats of arms and inscriptions.  Austrian
surname .  Surname of a former car racer who was several times Formula 1 world champion, named Nikki Lauda
(Andreas Nikolaus Lauda). 



laude
It means tombstone of the tomb.  makes special reference to tombstones with coats of arms and inscriptions.  Lauda. 

laudista
Musician specialized in playing heu.  Lutu interpreter.

laugh
It is an English word that means laughter. 

laura
It is a woman's name. Means Victoriosa.De Latin origin.

laurel
It is one of the common names for a medium-sized tree.  It has ornamental uses.  medicinal and culinary.  Its scientific
name is Laurus nobilis.  It is also known as Apollo tree, laurel, weeping, aurelar, aurelero, loredo.  It belongs to the
Lauraceae family.  It is native to the Mediterranean basin.  Achievement, triumph. 

laurel añacate
It is a popular way in Central America to call avocado, which is the tree and fruit of the American Persea species, from
the family Lauraceae.  Avocado, avocado. 

laurentia
Also called Laurencia was an ancient continent that was part of the North American Craton.  In botany it is also the
name of a genus consisting of 51 species and is of the family Campanulaceae.  They possess a toxic milky juice.  Name
of an asteroid (162) named after the French astronomer Joseph Jean Pierre Laurent, its discoverer. 

laurita
Diminutive of Laura.  A nun who belongs to the community of the Holy Mother Laura.  Name of a presenter of TV in
Argentina is called Laura Inés Fernández Stork and is best known as Laura Fernández.  It is the name of a ruthenium
sulfide, of the Group of pyrite ore.

laúdanos
laudar us is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Awards" or"Laudanos." to be its meaning:<br>The correct
term is arbitration or Laudanos.  Results of an arbitral award.  Decisions or judgments of an award.

lavabo
It's the same as sinks. 

lavados
It's the plural of washing.  It is a hygienic practice to give cleaning or grooming to something.  Inflection of washing,
which means cleaning, cleaning, hygiene, sanitizing.  It is a medical practice for purifying, cleaning or purging.

lavagnismo
It means follower of Lavagna, referring to an Argentine opposition politician, named Roberto Lavagna. 



lavalozas
It can be a type of detergent used for washing earthenware and kitchen utensils.  In Colombia it is also an appliance
used for washing kitchen utensils and especially earthenware and glasses. 

lavanco
It is a bird of the Podicipedidae family, which lives in the wetlands.  Its scientific name is Podiceps cristatus .

lavaperros
In Colombia such designation is given to people who have little ancestry in any type of group or collective.  Very
low-ranking and he is despised, outraged and humiliated by his bosses or superiors.  No authority or leadership. 

lavataper
It is widely used in Argentina. It is the man who is always manipulated by his wife. Person who does the work to another
that is stronger and dominates it fear in any situation. Coward.

lavativa
A liquid that is injected into the intestine laxative therapeutic purposes.  Intestinal wash.

lavaz
Soap bubble.  Soap-coated air bubble, floating in the air.  Foam.

lavaza
In Colombia told lavaza to waste food in a restaurant that generally are used as food for pigs.

laverne
It is a woman's name of Latin origin, which means spring.  It has as variants: La Verne or Lavern.  Name of an american
actress, named Laverne Cox.  Disney movie character "The Hunchback of Notre Dame", representing The Mother of
Quasimodo.  Disney movie gargoyle name. 

laviana
It is the name of a Spanish municipality, located in the Province of Asturias.  It is a very old town. 

laya
It is a tool consisting of a large shovel ( Cape and tool ).  Taclla.  Iron plow, largest and strongest of the normal.

layoli
The correct term is La Yoli.  It is a brand of bottled water and soft drinks popular in Argentina.

layout
It is an English word which means drawing, design, distribution, distribution.

lazareto
In Colombia is synonymous with leper.  Isolated site where are and are treated very communicable infectious diseases,



such as for example the leprosy-affected people.  Sanatorium.

lazos
Colombia says it links to links or relations that unite people.  Ties, ties, ropes, tentacles, ropes, cords.  Twine, knots, ties,
union, link, Alliance loop, leagues.

lábaro
It means flag, flag, emblem, banner, logo, Ensign, cross, banner.

lábil
It means it's insecure, unstable.  It slips or slides.  Changing, which is fragile or weak

lácteo
It means relative to milk.  It is white in color.  It is also any type of product that is derived from milk. 

lácteos
Plural of dairy .  Relating to milk.  They are white.  Milk products .  They contain milk. 

lácticos
It means containing lactic acid.  They belong or are related to the milk.  Milk, that are derived from milk.

lágrima
Natural fluid (or body fluid) with which the eyes are cleaned and lubricated.  It is secreted by the lacrimal glands.  Deep
sadness, pain.  It is also the stage name of a Uruguayan singer known as Lágrima Rios and whose real name is Lida
Melba Benavídez Tabárez .  Name of a New York City landmark, also called Tear of Grief and Tear Drop Memorial.  It is
a donation from the Russian government in memory of the victims of the attacks on the Twin Towers.  I cry, fluid that
emanates from the eyes when there is pain or deep sadness. 

lámparo
In Colombia it means peeling, emptying, ruined, insolvent, with no money.  Outdated net fishing system with lights,
especially to catch squid.

lánguido
It means down-at-heel, exhausted, falls, weak, dejected, despondent, lanky, desganado.

lánugo
It is soft hair or hair covering parts of a newborn's body, especially if it is premature.  .

lápices
It is the plural of pen.  It is an implement used to write, draw or scratch.  It consists of a thin wooden bar light inside
which there is a mine of graphite or charcoal.  It's erasable.

lápida



It is the name given to a stone or marble slab on which an inscription is made, usually the name of a deceased.  Flat
stone that is placed over a tomb. 

lázaro
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means the one helped by God.  According to the Holy Bible, it is a
healing of Bethany that Jesus managed to resurrect. 

leaf
It is a word from the English language that means leaf, sheet, sheet.  It can also mean curtain, cape. 

leal
It means sincere, honest, frank, noble, honest.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin ( Castilla ). 

leal franco
You mean sincere, truthful. 

leales
It is the plural of loyal.  It means correct, honest, honest, faithful, devoted, addicted, sincere, Frank, noble, trustworthy,
affection, truthful.

learner
It is a word in English that means beginner, novice, neophyte, apprentice.

lebato
Name of rich potentate that together with Muniadona restarted in the Valleys of Mena the repopulation of Castile and
eliminated all traces of Muslim occupation. 

leblon
It is the name of a favela in the South of Rio de Janeiro, in Brazil, located in the upper part.  It is a very unsafe
neighbourhood.   (Pronounce Leblon, but not wearing tilde in Portuguese).

lebrancha
It is another way of calling the lebranche, which is the name of a marine fish and freshwater.  Also receive the names of
lisa, soco, lebrancho, lisa's sweet, smooth water male.  Its scientific name is Mugil liza and belongs to the family
Mugilidae.  Lives the Atlantic coast American and in the Caribbean Sea.

lebrel
Hunting dog.  Dogs that can hunt Hare and rabbits.  Dogs also called greyhounds, very adapted for racing.  Special
dogs for hunting hares and rabbits.

lebrón
It can mean very large hare, augmentative hare.  In some parts it means ear, with large ears.  In Mexico, lebron means
bragging or also an expert and difficult person to deceive.  It's experienced. 



leca
In Engineering is an acronym in English, where LECA, is the acronym for "Lightweight Expanded Clay Aggregate" which
translates to "Light aggregate of expanded clay".  It is a type of building material made of small clay spheres produced at
very high temperature and in special furnaces.   

leccese
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Brand of skates of Italian origin.  Breed of sheep outingrnitanas (from the Province of
Salerno in Italy).  It also means Lecce.  originally from Lecce. 

lechales
It is milky, which produces latex. In livestock the lamb are those offspring that still maman.  It is valid for sheep, goats
and cattle. In Botany are those fruits than to separate them from the stem ( Harvest ) or when opened release a similar
to milk white exudate.  A classic example is the breva.

leche
In Colombia it means good luck, fortune.  It is the nutritious liquid produced by females of mammalian animals to feed
their young.  It is produced in the mammary glands.  Latex, whitish liquid that emanates from the wounds of some
plants.  White, clear. 

lechigada
A group of animals that have been born from childbirth and are raised together in the same place.  Litter, breeding. 

lecho
Geography of the sea, a lake or a river bottom.  Runway, alveo, background.  It also means bed, cuja, thalamus, divan,
catre triclinium.  In geology it means layer, stratum.

lechona
It is one way to call the female of pig or pork.  Youth female pig.  Sow, sow, sow.  Especially in the Department of Tolima
in Colombia, exquisite dish consisting of a pig stuffed roast.

lechoncito
Diminutive of piglet.  Marrano, pig or newborn pig.  Marranito, piggy.

lechonear
In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima is preparing the suckling pig, typical dish of the region.  It
consists of roasting a suckling pig or suckling pig stuffed with the meat of pork with rice and other ingredients.  Working
with a herd of pigs in his kennel.  Care for pigs.  Eating suckling pig.

lechonerío
Herd.  Set of juvenile pigs or piglets.  Lifting and fattening pigs.  Abundant piglet production. 

lechos unguales
Cavities where it was deposited or claws were located. Refers to the place where in place of the foot or the leg was a
claw in the primitive lizards or dinosaurs. It is also a cover of a hoof. Protection or cover the toes or hooves, helmets.



lechosa
In the Department of Santander and in Venezuela, it is another way to call the papaya.  Plant and fruit of Carica papaia
(or Carica papaya), family Caricaceae .

lechosas
In Venezuela and the eastern plains of Colombia say lechosas to papayas.

lechoso
It means that it has the appearance of latex or milk.  It produces a whitish and sticky substance.  It produces a thick,
white spot or a white latex.  White.  Whitish , albo . 

lechucero
Place where owls abound.  Nest of owls.

lechuga
It is the name of a herbaceous plant, easy to grow in orchards.  It is raw edible green leaves.  Its scientific name is
Lactuca sativa and belongs to the family Asteraceae.   In Colombia it was the mark of a commonly used hair fixer in the
fifties and sixties.  He was the sponsor of cyclist Ramón Hoyos Vallejo.   In Argentina, Chile and Colombia exist as a
surname, the same as Lechugo.  It is of Spanish origin (allegedly Andalusian or Spanish).  There are versions of the
surname in Italian ( Lattuca ) and German ( Lattich ).

lechusa
The correct term is owl, with z .  It is the name of a nocturnal bird of prey, It belongs to the family Strigidae and the family
Tytonidae.  It differs from owls by not having the plumage raised that look like ears.  In Colombia we also call him
warbler.

lechuza
In Colombia, is a nocturnal bird of prey.  It is also the common names Pygmy owl, owl, oto, scops owl, owl, corruco,
currucao.  Its scientific name of the Barn Owl Tyto alba or Tytus alba and belongs to the Stringidae order and the
Tytonidae family.  In the South of the continent means voyeur spy, sorcery, pessimist (Argentina).

lechuzo
It means that you like sweets or sweets.  He eats a lot of treats or sweets.  Sweet tooth , street , gulusmero , lambucio ,
lamerón , laminero , dulcero , gluttonous , owl , lambrucero .  You can also be a person of nocturnal habits. 

lecop
In Argentina it means "Letters of Cancellation of Provincial Obligations" .  It is a type of bonds that were issued there in
2001, during the government of De la Rúa.  They were used to pay salaries and also taxes.

lector sim
It is a device that allows you to read a SIM Card (SIM card).  SIM stands for Subscriber Identity Module (subscriber
identification module).  Is located in mobile telephony GSM (the Global System English for Mobile or better still from the
original French Groupe Spécial Mobile: Digital mobile telephony)

lecumberri



Lecumberry is a Basque population in the region of Aquitaine, Canton of the Basque mountain, district of Bayonne,
Department of Pyrénées Atlantiques, in France. The name is in Basque is Lekumberri.

leda
In Botany it is the name of a genus of herbaceous plants in the family Acanthaceae.  In Greek mythology daughter of
King Testi of Etolia.  She was the wife of Tindáreo of Sparta and seduced by Zeus.  Name of an asteroid and also of one
of Jupiter's satellites.  Name of a city in Belgium in the Flanders Region.  It is also a woman's name of Greek origin and
means lady, lady. 

lee
English is a male name and a surname.  It also means the direction of the wind, where is the wind, Leeward (contrary to
Windward).

lefty
It is an English word which means left-handed (that uses the left hand to do things).

legado
It means what is left.  Inheritance, will, succession. 

legajador
It is a type of folder in which you can insert (or file), several papers or documents in an orderly manner.  They usually
have a metal clip or hook.  It can also be called folder, folder, cover. 

legajo
It means arrume or pile of papers, usually ordered.  Cartapacio, which contains a file or a folder, usually papers and
documents.  Portfolio. 

legamo
The correct term is legamo, always with tilde.  It means mud, silt, mud, mud, slime.

legatario
A name given in law to a natural or legal person who has been benefited or favored by a testator, through whom one or
more specific assets have been left to him or her in a will.  A person who receives a bequest through a will. 

legis
It is a Latin word meaning Rules, Rules, Laws.  In Colombia is a Editorial specialized in legal issues.

legista
Lawyer.  A person who by his profession knows laws and jurisprudence.  There may also be a forensic pathologist, who
is a physician specialized, authorized to exercise the legal medicine and forensic sciences.

legítima
It means that it is or is in accordance with the laws.  Lawful, just, legal, true, genuine, original, certain, trustworthy,
authentic.  Conformed to norms or rules. 



legítimo
It means that it is or is in accordance with the laws.  Lawful, just, legal, true, genuine, original, true, reliable, authentic. 

lego
It can mean secular, secular, non-religious, non-clergy.  It also means uneducated, profane, ignorant, illiterate, unaware
of a subject.  It lacks knowledge or experiences in a certain subject.  Set of chips to assemble of Danish origin. 

legos
Plural of lego .  It can mean lay, civil, secular, secular, non-religious, non-clergy.  It also means uneducated, profane,
ignorant, illiterate, unaware of a subject.  Who lack knowledge or experience on a certain subject.  Sets of chips to
assemble of Danish origin. 

leguleyo
A person seeking the right professional without being one.  Clinging in punctilious manner the rules without knowing
them thoroughly.  Boastful law.

legumbres
It is a kind of dehiscent fruits that come enclosed in a sheath.  typical of leguminous plants.  Dries the pods open and
free dried beans.  Examples of this kind of fruits beans, vetch and yellow tree.

lehigh
It is the name of a County, a Valley and a University, which is located in the city of Bethlehem (Pennsylvania, United
States).

leia
Leia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Read" being its meaning:<br>Reading is a turning point of view.
Understand what is written. Decipher or interpret what is written. How to pronounce loudly a text.

leishmaniasis
leishmaniasis is incorrectly written and should be written as "Leishmaniasis / Leishmania." being its meaning:<br>It is a
set of diseases that can be transmitted from wildlife to dogs and humans.  It manifests itself with the appearance of
ulcerations in different parts of the body.  Some protozoa of the genus Leishmania cause these sores.  It may be fatal. 
There are asymptomatic carriers of the virus wild animals: bears Anteaters meleros, possums, rabbits and the
cusumbos or gouaches.  The bite of the genera Phebotomus 40 blood sucking insects; in old world ) and 40 Lutzsomyia;
41 America; both of the family Psychodidae, transmit it to humans and other animals.  Insects in Colombia are called
commonly moths or grit.  Leishmaniasis also they say leishmaniasis.

leit motiv
It means reason guide, driver motif or main reason.  Central or recurring reason, theme .  It is a term of German origin. 
It's kind of a chorus or part of a musical work.  comprising several bars and repeated several times within the same
composition.  Short and recurring tonal sequence.  Also in the performing arts is a word, phrase or idea that is repeated
several times at varying intervals, within a work. 

lejanos
Plural from a distant .  It means far away, far away, distant.  Away, secluded, distant.  They're not close. 



lejía
In Colombia we say bleach to the mixture of ash ( embers ) and water.  It is a very corrosive substance, which is used
for shining metals, especially gold.  When the first rains, fall after the summer, burning or wildfire ash and runoff water,
mixing the lye is lethal to aquatic fauna.

lek
Albanian monetary unit.  Is change is equal 140, 128, 39 by Euro and 05 per dollar.  Its abbreviation is L.

lelo
It means that he is absorbed, unable to react, stunned. 

lema de kenoxis
The correct term is kenosis, which in Greek means emptying.  It is the detachment to everything.  Delivers total and
voluntary to the will of God.  Kenoxis, thus with x, is the name of a school of art and also a Colombian student
community that promotes the study on everything else (although she is described of the opposite).  The motto is
"Pursuing your dreams" and emphasizes the promotion and that be pilo 'pays'.  .  .  .  .

lemale
It is an expression in Italian and French.  that means evil, bad, male.  The name of a lotion or Cologne is for men of the
House Gautier.

lemming
It is one of the common names of a small rodent with a very short tail that lives in the tundra and meadows of the taiga
and the Arctic.  It belongs to the family Cricetidae.

lemnisco
It is the name of the tape that is honoured the winners in sporting events, usually they were colorful and adorned the
crowns or moored the laurels with which advantages richly options.  it comes from the Latin word lemniscus.  It is also a
mathematical sign for division (a rod horizontal, with a dot above and another below or ÷).  In medicine is a group of
neurons or nerves that are part of the bone marrow.

lempa mujer
In the Caribbean Government or lempo means big and beautiful.  Therefore lempa woman or lempo woman wants to
say that.  .  .  . big and beautiful woman.

lempiras
Plural of Lempira.  It is the name of the official currency of Honduras.  Lempira was the name of a Cacique and
indigenous leader who fought against the Spaniards.  It was of the Lenca people.  The word meant Hill of Lord or Lord of
the mountain.

lempo
In Colombia it means very beautiful woman, very attractive woman, beautiful, beautiful, elegant.

lemures
The more appropriate term is lemurs, with tilde.  Plural of lemur.  They are a class of primates that are characterized by



being very early and keep the wet nose.  They are also called makis or ghosts.  The latin word meaning spirit or
spectrum.  They are very noisy and gregarious.  Being endemic to Madagascar.

lemuroideo
It looks like a lemur.  It looks like a spirit or a ghost.  It refers to a specimen belonging to the Superfamily Lemuroideae,
comprising strepsirrhine primates.  They are only found in Madagascar.

lemus
It is a surname of Spanish origin, specifically from Monforte de Lemos, Galicia.  It refers to the moisture of the soils of
the region.  It means silt, moist earth, fertile land.  There is also Lemos with the same meaning. 

len
It means strand, thread, filament.  It usually refers to loose or untwisted silk thread.

lena
It is a surname of Spanish origin and is also used as a female name.  This woman's name is of Greek origin and means
beautiful and bright as the Sun.  Helena, Elena variants.  The Uruguayan Popular hymn is a composition of Rubén Lena
called "A Don José", dedicated to José Artigas.

lenar
In Edafology and Topography, it is the same as lapiaz or limestone pavement.  It is a very irregular and steep soil class,
which is forming due to the action of runoff waters on carbonated sedimentary rocks.  . 

lenca
Name of an indigenous group that existed in Honduras and El Salvador.  Language spoken by this indigenous people. 

lendemannia-
The correct term is Lindemannia.  It means dedicated to Lindemann, in honor of Lindemann, referring to the German
engineer Adolf Friedrich Lindemann.  Name of an asteroid (828). 

lendoiro
Lendoiro is the surname of a political and sports leader of Spain. He was a leader of Deportivo La Coruna.

lenen
It means leaving soft or gentle some. Sweeten, again nice, mild and light.

lenga
In Patagonia, it is the name of a woody tree, from the family Fagaceae (according to new classifications Nothofagaceae,
false beech).  They are also known as Tierra del Fuego oaks, southern beech, southern beech, white oaks.

length
It is an English word meaning length.  It can also mean duration, extension or length (length of a boat). 



lengua de trapo
It is an offensive way to refer to a person who has difficulties in speech.  A person not well pronounced words.

lengua larga
In Colombia we say long or lenguilarga language, the person who likes to do gossip, who likes to be talking bad about
others. Difamadora person. Viper, venomous, cizanera, Viper.

lengua sopa
Tangled and little-understood language. It says mode talking of people that seems they take the language to speak. It is
a defect of vocalization by movement in the language problems. There is excess production of saliva. Slimy.

lengua viperina
A term given to a person who gossips, who spreads rumors and lies about others.  Viper's tongue. 

lenguado
It is one of the common names of the fish popularly known as flounder or anacanto.  It is characterized by being flat and
having both eyes on the same face.

lenguaje
Form of oral or verbal communication (including by signs).  Language , language .  Science that establishes or teaches
the grammatical rules or norms that govern a language or language.  Way of expressing oneself to communicate. 

lenguaje de sordomudos
It's the same as sign language.  Way of communicating the population who cannot hear or speak.

lenguaraz
It is the way to call a person who does not measure his words, who is very impulsive and daring to speak.  Slow,
gossipy, rude.  It could also be considered a tongue.  to a person who masters several languages.  Polyglot. 

lenguas goidélicas
It is the same as Gaelic languages.  It is a subdivision of the Celtic language.  Among the languages Goidelic Irish,
Scottish Gaelic, and Manx are included.

lengüilargo
Gossipy, talkative person, carretuda, Pigafetta, intriguing and slanderer, rabble-rousing.

lenitivo
It means that it softens or softens.  Name given to a painkiller or painkiller.  Drug that is used to control or remove pain. 
That calms , that appeases .  Sedative, tranquilizer, softener, soothing, analgesic, balsamic.  That relieves or mitigates . 

lenitivos
In medicine is a type of medicine that softens a tumor mitigates, relieves or reduces irritation.  Element, drug or activity
that removes a condition or penalty, MT is moral or physical.



lenocidio
It means killing of a pimp, pimp or pimp.  The death is given to a person who trafficked women and prostitutes them. 
Murder of a pimp, pimp or procurer.  Do not confuse with brothels that mean Pimp, tolerate, be an accomplice, abettor. 
For this reason a House dating or engaged in prostitution, told House brothels or tolerance.

lenoje
It is a casual and casual clothing label, usually from T-shirts sold by Amazon.

lenon
The indicated term is lenon .  Increasing len (tight thread thread) .  Low-tight wool strand.

lentamente
It means slowly, without haste, slowly. 

lentejo
In Colombia it means slow, lerdo, clumsy.  It takes a long time to think or understand.  Also in political slang is the
person who accepts office, in a ruling government contrary to its principles. 

lenú
It is an abbreviated female name.  Abbreviation of Lenuccia or also of Elena (women's names).  Pseudonym of a
protagonist of the novel Amigo Genial or Amiga Genial, whose life takes place in the poor neighborhoods of Naples. 
Her name is Elena Greco. 

leñatero
It is one of the common names of a bird, also known as a common spinero or añunbi.  It is located in southern Brazil,
Paraguay, Uruguay, and Northern Argentina.  Its scientific name is Anumbius annumbi and belongs to the family
Furnariidae .

leñero
It can mean several things in Colombia : Set , stack, pile of firewood.  Person who produces or trades with firewood.  In
the colloquial language of footballers, he is the rough or tough player who is characterized by demolishing his
opponents.  We also call them sweepers or scythes.  Rough play.

leñosos
It means that they are hard because they contain lignin.  Lignosos, to produce charcoal.  Hard, tough, dry wood. 
Xilosos.

leo
It can be affectionate and familiar way to call people of names like Leonardo, Leopold, Leontius and also their respective
feminine. In Latin it means Lion.  Inflection of reading.  In Astrology, name of the fifth sign of the Zodiac (between August
12 and September 15).  . 

leobardo
It is a male name of Teutonic or Germanic origin.  It means the most daring of the people, brave, intrepid. 



leona
Female of the lion (queen of the jungle).  Name of a beer in Colombia.  Name of an asteroid .  Nickname given to a
player of the women's team of Independiente Santa Fe. 

leoncillo
It is a class of American felide, also known as yaguarundí, ounce, candingo, zonto or Moorish cat.  Its scientific name is
Puma yagouaroundi and belongs to the Felidae family.

leoncio
It is a male name of Greek origin and means brave as a lion.  Name of military strategist of Hellas .  Name of a Roman
Emperor of the late 7th century (Byzantine).  He lost Carthage to the Arabs.  Lions.  Name of a pet or animal
representative of the State of Guerrero in Mexico. 

leonesista
It can be considered as a person who defends or promotes the independence movement of León, in Spain.  He can also
be the person who defends Lionsism or the way to talk about lions and all their customs (cabreirés dialect, senabrés). 

leonina
It means person belonging to the zodiac sign Leo.  Relative to the lion or lioness.   Also in legal is an action or an
engagement in which only benefits for one of the parties are evident.  Advantageous, biased.

leonino
In Colombia it means disadvantageous to one of the parties.  Abusive, advantageous, arbitrary, unfair, biased, rigged,
fixed.  With benefit to the one who does it.  It can also mean relative to the lion or perhaps to the starsign Leo.

leonisis
Name of an asteroid discovered at the Vienna Observatory.  It is named after a German industrialist (Leo Gans) and the
Frankfurt Association of Physicists.  It may happen that they are also asking about Leonosis, which is the name of an
anime character from the Word Warcraft Games.  He is nicknamed "The Divine of Death". 

leonor
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means that it is compassionate, he is kind-hearted.

leonora
It is a woman's name of Greek origin, meaning the compassionate.  Variant Leonor.

leontodon
In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Asteraceae.  They are characterized by having very toothed
leaves (hence their name, which means that it has dandelions) and bitter taste.  They are popularly known as "lion's
tooth".  The genus Leontodon has as synonyms Apargia or Taraxacum . 

león
It is a Latino male name and a surname of Spanish origin.  It means fierce, wrestler.  Name of a Mexican city is State of
Guanajuato.  Name of a carnivorous mammal of the family Felidae (Panthera leo).



lepeniana
Concerning Le Pen the French politician.  French far right policy.  It may be relative to Jean-Marie Le Pen or his
daughter Marion Anne Perrine Le Pen, better known as Marine Le Pen. 

lepeniano
In France, a follower of politician Jean Marie Le Pen or his daughter Marine Le Pen.  They belong to the French political
party National Front.  They're far-right.   . 

lepes
In Argentina is a surname of croata-esloveno origin.  Last name of a famous cook called Narda Lepes and Argentine
television presenter.

lepidóptero
In Zoology and Entomology it is an insect of the Order Lepidoptera.  They are popularly known as butterflies.  The term
means that it has scales on the wings. 

leprosería
In Colombia it is synonymous with leprocomium, lazareto.  Isolated site where people affected by highly communicable
infectious diseases, such as leprosy, are taken and treated.  Sanatorium.

leproso
It means patient with leprosy, person who suffers from leprosy.  Patient with Hansen's disease.  Affected by the bacillus
Mycobacterium lepromatosis or the bacterium Mycobacterium leprae. 

leprosos
Patients suffering from leprosy. Chronic infectious process produced by the bacillus of Hansen.

lepto
It is a prefix of Greek which means thin, slim, thin, faint, skinny, dry, often, slender, subtle, light.

leptocardio
In Biology it is an invertebrate living being, considered the first step of vertebrates.  Instead of spine they have a
cartilaginous cord.  They are shaped like an elongated fish and live in shallow water and are often buried in the mud. 
They feed on plankton.  It is also called lancet, acranium or amphibox.  It belongs to the subphyle Cephalochordata
(cephalocordates).  The word as such means "thin-hearted or flat"

leptocardios
Plural of leptocardium .  In Biology they are invertebrate living beings, considered the first step of vertebrates.  Instead of
spine they have a cartilaginous cord.  They are shaped like an elongated fish and live in shallow water and are often
buried in the mud.  They feed on plankton.  They are also called lancets, acranons or amphiboxes.  They belong to the
subphyle Cephalochordata (cephalocordates). 

leptoquark
In Quantum Physics it is a hypothetical particle that interacts with quarks and leptons.  They are triplet bosons of color. 



leptosomico
The correct term is leptosmal, with tilde.  In Medicine means thin body, skinny, lean, low weight.  It is the biotype of
people who are not well nourished.  They are also usually more stature and thin which makes them look malnourished.

leque
It is one of the common names given to tero-tero, tero, lapwing, alcaraván, pellar, queltehue, treile and triel.  It is a bird
that lives in swampy areas and close to water currents.  Its scientific name is Vanellus chilensis and it belongs to the
family Charadriidae.  It is widely found in South America. 

ler
Name of a Medical Center in the city of Cali, Valle del Cauca (Colombia). 

lercho
Lercho in Galician means scoundrel. A person who speaks ill of others. Person who says things that should shut up.

lerdo
In Colombia there are many synonyms for lerdo: here say some: Knave, souk, atulampao ( or atulampado ) tired, weary,
obtuse, stupid, denied, closed, heavy.

leria
Leria or better Lería, is the name of a Spanish town, which belongs to the municipality of Yanguas, in the Province of
Soria, Autonomous Community of Castile and León.  It is currently uninhabited.

lería
Name of a Vicente Risco book.  It's an essay written in Gallego.  In Gallego, you mean mess.  Name of an uninhabited
Spanish town.

lerna
Name of a region of Ancient Greece, also known as the region of the Springs.  Name of a Lake of the Peloponnese. 
lake that was cared for by one of the Hydras.  Name of one of the stars of the constellation Hydra. 

lero
The name of a dark Celtic God, invoked by the goddess Lerina.  Among Fandom (fans of virtual games) is the official
currency of Europe and United States (descendant Ingland world), equivalent to 33 hard or 166 pehetas.  Many other
names: Mauro, Leuro, Mortadelos, Eukos, Ouro, Ebro, Auro, Lauro.  Gold, Turkey.  It is divided into Centaurs (half
currency and half-horse).

lesath
In astronomy it is the name of a star that belongs to the constellation of Scorpius (Scorpio).  It also usually receives the
names of Lesuth , ? Sco? Scorpii or 34 Scorpii .  The word is of Arabic origin and means the stinger.  It is a blue
subgiant star. 

lesbiana
It may be the name for a woman born on Lesvos (Greek Island).  Woman who feels sexual attraction to other women. 
Homosexual woman.  Woman who practices lesbianism. 



lesbie
It is a woman's name, of Greek origin.  It means it comes from Lesbos, an ancient Greek island.  It also means full of
energy. 

lesbofobia
Phobia or hatred of lesbian women. 

lesbofobica
The correct term is lesbophobic, with tilde ( it's word sdrújula).  It means it discriminates against those who are lesbians. 
Concerning lesbofibia. 

lesbofóbico
It means about hatred of lesbians. 

lesboodiante
It means he discriminates, hates, or attacks lesbians.  Lesbophobe.

lesboodio
It's the same as lesbophobia.  Phobia of lesbians or lesbianism (love between women). 

lesboparental
It means relative to the relationship that exists between lesbians and their children.  Lesbian parenting. 

leseferista
Person who practiced the leseferismo (practice let do and let pass.  It comes from the French words "laissez faire",
laissez passer.  Not to interfere, not to intervene, allowing the freedom of the individual.

lesion focal hipoecoica
It is a kind of liver injury, that on ultrasound looks dark (FAT infiltration).

lestrigonia
It means land of the lestrigones, an anthropophagous people who lived somewhere in the Mediterranean.  It is named in
The Odyssey by Ulysses (Odysseus) and was a fictional and indeterminate country in its location. 

letal
It means lethal, deadly.  That causes or may cause death.

letanía
It is a type of dialogued prayer, which contains a series of supplications.  Long and monotonous list or enumeration. 
Retahila, petition, supplication.  In Colombia it is a kind of coastal folk poetic composition in which invocations and
petitions are made to God or a Saint.  A person pronounces the first part of the verse and a choir answers the next. 

letardo



I'm late, I'm late, I'm late.  Sorry pence of the lazy, unfulfilled and disrespectful in text messages.  I'm late, I'm late,
excuse me but I'm late.

letargo
It means inactivity, stillness, paralysis, marasmo, apathy, sopor.  In Medicine is extreme weakness, enflage, cadaveric
appearance.  It is also the deep drowsiness and tiredness, caused by some disease.  Numbness.

leticia
It is the Spanish and Portuguese version of a woman's name of Latin origin (Laetitia), It means that which brings
happiness, which brings joy or only joy, happiness.  In Colombia, it is the name of a city, the northernmost in the country.
 It is the capital of the Amazon Department and is a port on the Amazon River. 

leto
In Greek mythology she was a daughter of the titans Cleo and Febe.  Also known as Latvian or "forgotten".  She was the
goddess of the night and was along with Zeus parents of Apollo and Artemis.

letonia
It means land of the Latvians.  Name of a European country, whose capital is Riga.  It is located on the shores of the
Baltic Sea, between Lithuania and Estonia. 

letra molde
You want to say written in very good calligraphy letters.  Style lyrics, Linotype.  "Written in block letters" also means a
very memorable, important, historical fact that will be unforgettable, that will not be forgotten.

letrado
It means knowledgeable person, wise, very educated.  Learned, illustrated, scholarly.  You can also call that a person
who can advise on legal or legal matters. 

letraza
It is an augmentative of the word letter.  Very large print.  Musical composition with very good letter with very nice
message.

letsema
In Lesotho it is the grouping of villagers to carry out community work.  It is essentially performed by men. 

leucótoe
leucotoe is incorrectly written and should be written as "Leucotoe ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Leucotoe ( 41 own name;.  Segin Greek mythology, daughter of Orchamus, died buried alive by his own father,
because of the jealousy of his sister Clitia.  Both nymphs were secret lovers of Dios Apollo.

leuda
It means raise, lift, inflate.  It is an inflection of leudate, which means applying yeast, fermenting. 

leudado



Inflection of leudate, which means fermenting, applying yeast. 

leudo
It means bread dough with yeast, sourdough.  Bread.  Also in Colombia is a surname of Bantú origin.  In Colombia
surname of a footballer who currently plays for Binacional del Perú, as a midfielder.  His full name is Dahwling Leudo
Cossio

leukothea
In Greek it means "White Goddess".  Name of a goddess of the sea in Greek mythology, her name was Leukothea or
Leukotea.  Name of an asteroid. 

levada
In the sport of fencing it is the pinwheel that is made before being put on guard.  Levar inflection.  It means to lift, raise,
erect, lift.  In the breeding of silkworm is the action of selecting and moving a group of them to another place.  Move or
move.  It was also called the departure or birth of the stars.  

levado
It is an inflection of levar.  It is the action of the sailor to unpin the boat to go sailing.

levantar los pis del suelo
The correct phrase is " Raise the floor 34 feet; means soar, endiosar be, believe more than it really is, vain, believed,
boast.

levante
It is considered to raise the eastern part of a territory, where the sun rises.  It is also the colloquial way of referring to an
occasional and ephemeral love conquest.  Lifting inflection, which means lifting, lifting, lifting, lifting.  Name of a beach of
Valencia (Playa del Cabañal ) and the name of a professional football team of that city.

levantinismo
It is an architectural proposal that Andrea González, made to intervene the Spain Building.  It intends to apply
characteristics very typical of the Levant. 

levantó
It is an inflection of lift.  It means izar, raise, raise, raise, Eaglets, load, erect, incorporate, revolt, mutiny, build,
assembling.

levar
It means to raise, lift, lift, lift.  It can also be fermented, adding yeast to the dough. 

leve
It means dim, light, subtle, light.  It also means inconsequential, trivial, insignificant, bearable.  Inflection of lifting, which
means lifting, lifting, lifting.  climb.  Set sail. 

leviatán



It is the name of a monster that is referenced in the Bible.  Demon, Devil, Monster, satan, lucifer.

levisimos
levisimos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Levisimos" as meaning:<br>It is an augmentative of mild. Very
soft, almost undetectable, Dim.

levita
It can mean according to the Holy Bible descendant of Levy.  It also means religious, clergyman, priest or coat, jacket,
long coat, frac, leva.  Elegant suit of masculine etiquette. 

lexicoon
It is the name of a dictionary of Spanish Online, which currently has more than 200, 000 words.

ley
In Colombia, a law is a legislative norm issued by the Congress of the Republic.  It also tells you law to justice or the
police force.  Taxation which makes a State citizens and that must be enforced without exception.  Right, justice,
standard, regulations, law, rule, order, imposition, Decree, mandate, statute, regulation, Ordinance, provision.   Bill
Martin is the pseudonym Martin Alejandro Orozco Sanchez of Colombia radio media a journalist devoted to music.

ley del silencio
It is a tacit agreement between the members of a closed group of people (usually from the underworld), by which they
agree not to betray each other.  Agreement not to declare or denounce. 

ley seca
It is an exceptional or temporary state in which citizens of a country must remain free of uptake.  Prohibition of buying,
consuming alcohol or selling alcoholic beverages.  It is dictated by a decree or law in election season or exceptional
cases of public order or curfew.

leyenda aurea
As 40 Golden legend; or, in latin, Legenda aurea ) or Légende Dorée in French, referred to a compilation of
hagiographic accounts gathered by Dominic Santiago ( or Jacobo ) of the Voragine, Archbishop of Genoa, in the middle
of the 13th. Initially entitled Legenda Sanctorum (  " Readings on the Santos "  ) was one of the most copied books
during the late Middle Ages, and even today there are more than one thousand copies of manuscripts. With the
invention of the printing press, two centuries later, his reputation had been consolidated and before the end of the
century xv appeared numerous printed editions.

leyenda dorada
Golden legend is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Leyanda Golden" being its meaning:<br>As legend
Golden or, in latin, Legenda aurea referred to a compilation of hagiographic accounts gathered by Dominic Santiago ( or
Jacobo ) of the Voragine, Archbishop of Genoa, in the middle of the 13th. Initially entitled Legenda Sanctorum (  "
Readings on the Santos "  ) was one of the most copied books during the late Middle Ages, and even today there are
more than one thousand copies of manuscripts. With the invention of the printing press, two centuries later, his
reputation had been consolidated and before the end of the century xv appeared numerous printed editions.

lez
In Environmental jargon it is an acronym that stands for Low Emission Zones.  It refers to places where air quality is



better for breathing.  They are also called Urban Areas of Protected Atmosphere and it prohibits the circulation of
polluting vehicles.  Also in Geography is the name of a commune and a locality in France, belonging to the
Haute-Garonne Department, in the Midi-Pyrénées Region.  It is also the name of a river in that same region. 

lezna
It is a pointed metal tool that the shoemaker uses to pierce the leather.  It usually has wooden handle.  It's also called
punch.

légamo
It means mud, silt, mud, mud, slime.  Material used in pottery, cooked clay.

léntigos
It is a small spot of pigmented dark-brown or black color on the skin, in the form of lentil.  Also they say you freckles or
moles.  Stains.  They tend to be caused by a lot of exposure to the Sun and Solar lentigines are called.

lépalo
It is a small scale or appendix that covers the disc flora or floral outgrowth.  Lamella that covers the base of the male
organ of a flower ( Stamen ).

lépero
It means vulgar, soez, rude.  It can also mean cunning, ladino.  In Venezuela it means poor. 

lérida
It is the name of a town and municipality in the Tolima Department, Colombia.  It is also a very small locality in the
Department of Vaupés, which belongs to Pacoa, a non-municipalized area in Colombia.  Name of a city in Catalonia in
Spain.  Its official name is Lleida.  Name of a Province in Spain. 

lésbico
It means relative to lesbianism, lesbians or Lesvos. 

lgbtq
Acronym used to define all the communities with different sexual tendency.  The full acronym should be LGBTTTQQIAA.
 Only lgbtq means including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer.

li
Li is a measure of length used in china that is equivalent to half a kilometre (500 metres).  Formerly it was equivalent to
a stadium.  It is also capitalized the symbol of the lithium, a chemical element of atomic number 3.  In China, it is also
the name of one of the recognized minority ethnic groups, they live mostly on Hainan (Island).  It is also a surname in
China.

liarse
It means grabbing, tying, mooring.  It's also getting involved, getting involved.

libar



It means tasting, tasting, savoring, drinking, sipping.  Take something to know its taste or its characteristics.  Appreciate
or taste a pleasant taste.

libelático
Person or Christian that was exempt from publicly destroy their idols at the time of the Rome of Decius (or Trajano
Decio) by means of a certificate issued by judges.

libelo
It is usually a letter or anonymous pasquin in which a person or an institution are disparaged.  Text containing slander. 
In Canon and Roman law is the content of a memorial presented to a magistrate or judge (a demand content).

liber
God of fertility and the freedom in Roman mythology.  Also protective of the vines and vineyards.  The plebeians of
Rome patron deity.

libera
Frees was the Roman goddess of fertility.  It is the name of a children's choral group, directed by Robert Prizeman.  It is
a genus of gastropod molluscs in the family Endodontidae (snails and slugs) animals.

liberrimo
The correct term is free.  Always with an accent .  It is the superlative of free.  Very free, extremely free. 

libertad
In Colombia is the name of the stadium's grass.  The word freedom is synonymous with independence, will, permit,
authorization, license, autonomy, redemption, Salvation, emancipation, openness, trust, effrontery, daring.

libertadores
Plural of Libertador.  It means who releases, hero leader of an emancipation.  Emancipator, Redeemer, Savior,
deliverer.  In South America, is the name of a Cup, where the top teams of each country involved.

liberto
It means slave who was freed by his master.  Free.  That he was a slave and ceased to be so by decision of his master. 

libertos
In Ancient Rome, a slave who was declared free by his master.  Freed, released, released. 

libélula
It is one of the common names of an insect of the Order Odonata.  It is also called mojaculos, helicopter, devil's horse,
folelé, matapiojos or bailiff.  They are paleoptera insects, that is, insects that cannot fold their wings on the abdomen. 
They have large eyes and are very important because they eat many harmful insects such as flies, mosquitoes and
moths. 

libérrimo
It means that it is free in its maximum expression.  Very free.  Too free.



libi
It is a name of Hebrew origin woman, is Variant of Elisabeth or Elisheba and means "God is my oath" or "that loves
God".  There are also the names with z.  There is another variant that is Libis.

libia
It's a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means that it is born or comes from a very arid country, where there is no rain. 
Name of a country located in North Africa, with coasts over the Mediterranean Sea and whose capital is Tripoli.  In
Greek mythology, she was the daughter of Apafo and the Náyade Menfis, therefore she was the granddaughter of Zeus.
 Libya was the mother ofGenor and Belo, therefore Daman's grandmother.

libio
It means from Libya.  Born in Libya.  Concerning Libya . 

libra
It is an inflection of RID.  Means free, let go, is also fighting, struggling, face.  It is a sign of the Zodiac and a
constellation, its symbol a balance.  It is also a currency in several countries (England, among others).  Measure of
weight equal to 16 ounces.

libra esterlina
Name of the official currency unit of the United Kingdom (composed of England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland).
 The word of French origin and which in Old English was used as stiere, translates strong, firm, immovable. 

librazos
It is an augmentative and plural of book.  Strokes given with a book.

librea
In zoology is the characteristic appearance of fur, feathers or skin of animals.  Form of coverage of the skin of the
animals.  It is also a type of very elegant uniform, usually consisting of coat, vest and pants.  Overcoat, coat or jacket. 
Elegant wardrobe of colors and decorations.

libro
Third cavity of the stomach of a cow.  It is an inflection of RID.  It means avoiding, dodging or also face (when it is
accompanied by the substantive fight or battle).  Printed and literary work of many bound sheets and pasted (protected
with covers or pastes).

librologo
librologo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Librologo" as meaning:<br>Librarian, librarian.  Friend of the
books or who loves books.  That he has a passion for reading, accomplished reader.

libúrnica
Name of a Province of Dalmatia (present-day Croatia).  It is also possible to use Liburnia or Liburna.  Native to Liburnia
or Liburnia, relative to them.  Name given to a type of vessel used in that same region for piracy actions in the Adriatic
Sea. 

lica



In Colombia is the acronym for the Colombian League of autism.  It is dedicated to improving the quality of life of people
with autism and their families.  It has headquarters in Bogota.  Lica, with accents, is the name that is known to a
Portuguese footballer, called Luís Carlos Pereira Carneiro.

licanólogo
Lycanthrope.  Person who specializes in werewolf knowledge.  Person who is knowledgeable about the fantastic
transformations of men into wild animals. 

licaónes
The correct term is wild dogs ( no tilde ).  Wild dogs are a few mammals of the family Canidae, similar to the Hyena.  Its
scientific name is Lycaon pictus.  They are other common names such as: African wild dog, painted Wolf, dog Hyena or
Cape hunting dog.

licántropo
Person specialized in werewolf studies. 

licencia
In Colombia is a document that gives official authorization (from the Government), to do something, to run something, to
build something.  Permit, authorization, approval.

licenciantes
In Colombia it may be the entity or authority that issues licenses.  They grant licenses, which they authorize.  These may
be health, environmental or transit agencies.  It is also the name given to everyone who studies a bachelor's degree. 

lich
Not dead.  Character who through spells manages to stay immortal.  He is a modern fantasy character.  Skeletal
sorcerer of great powers.  Living and gritty being.  Liche is also used.  It differs from the zombie, in that the lich has
memories.  In Astronomy, the name of a pulsar in the constellation Virgo.  It has also been called PSR B1257 12. 

licha
It is the common name given in several countries to the Chinese-mamon, rambutan or achotillo.  Tree and the fruit of the
Nephelium lappaceum which is a species in the family Sapindaceae.

liche
In Colombia it is the affectionate and familiar way of calling a lady named Lizeth.  Nickname of Colombian sports
journalist, called Lizeth Durán of RCN. 

licitante
person or company involved in the process for the award of a contract with a government agency.  To participate in a
tender.  Proponent.

licopeno
It is a natural substance, a carotenoid, present in red fruits such as tomato, peppers, watermelon and guava.  Natural
pigment red . 



licor
Intoxicating drink.  Alcoholic beverage obtained by distillation.  Flavoured liquid substance.  BREW, nectar, Elixir, drink.

licra
It is the name of a man-made, or synthetic fiber used to make fabrics.  Lycra.  It is a fiber industry, elastic and
deformable, widely used for the manufacture of sportswear.

lida
Lida is a woman's name of Latin origin and means that it comes from Licia (Asia Minor), natural of Licia.  There are the
Lyda and Lidia variants.  It is also the name of a city of Belarus in the Province of Grodno.  It is also the name of your
football team.

liderada
It's a turning point of leading.  It means directing, leading, governing, commanding.  Directed, commanded, governed,
headed.

liderando
It is the gerund of lead. Lead in economics is to dominate in an area of the economy ( 41 field;. In any type of sports
competition lead is to go first in the statistics well is a collective or individual sport. Lead, direct or guide a group or
collectivity. Conductor, leader, head.

lideraza
The right term is leading.  It is the female leader, which means warlord, guide, head, director, boss.

lideresas
Leaders is the female variant of leader that is becoming common use lately.

lideresss
They wanted to ask for leaders.   Means, women who are characterized by their capacity for leadership in a community. 
Woman who leads, directs, guides a community or group of people.  Chief.

liderzuelo
It is a derogatory derivative of leader.  False leader or a leader of little thrust or strength.  Low-host leader.

lidia
Name of an ancient Kingdom located at the western end of the Anatolian Peninsula (present-day provinces of ?zmir and
Manisa in Turkey).  It was conquered by the Persians.  Name of woman of Latin origin that means born in that kingdom
(which comes from Asia Minor). 

lido
Name of a King of Lydia.  Name of the most famous cabaret in the world.  It is located in the heart of Paris.  In Geology
is the name of a sandy formation or bar, which exists north of Venice.

lidocaína



It is the name of a medicine for anesthetic use (for local use).  It is also called xylocaine. 

liebre
Kind of thin, long rabbit and also more long ears.  Family Leporidae ( 41 cleft lip;  They are characterized by being scary,
run much and having enough offspring. In athletics is the athlete's racing background that goes strong to wear down
opponents and a teammate to win.

liebres
It is the plural of Hare.  It is the name given to the athlete who comes to wear down his opponents in middle-distance
races so that at the end to win a team-mate.  People or athletes who run very fast.  Rodent mammal rabbit-like, large,
thin, long and more big-eared.  They belong to the family Leporidae.

liendra
In Colombia it is the popular name given to the egg or embryo of a lice.  They are usually attached to the host's hairs.   It
is also common to use the term liendre, which is considered more appropriate.

liendre
In Colombia it is the name given to the egg or embryo of a lice.  They are usually attached to the host's hairs.   It is also
very common to use the term liendra.

liendres
Plural of nit .  It is the name given to the eggs of lice.  In Colombia nits are also used. 

lienzo
Fabric ready to make paintings.  Generically painting, painting, oil.  Type of fabric is enough and strong to make paints. 
It can also be a piece of wall, wall or continuous wall.

liera
Person who makes trouble.  In Argentina and Uruguay, a person who makes gossip or rumors and likes to see others
fighting. 

lif
It is the name of a Basque Musical Group.  It is also the name of a character from Norse mythology.  He is the man who
is destined to repopulate the world after the end of the world, alongside Lifthrasir (female, female).

lifehacker
It is a term used in United States to designate a person who is witty, recursive, practical, which solves problems home
quickly.

liga
Female garment already in disuse.  Usually used as an elastic to properly maintain the middle parties.  Garter belt. In
Colombia told League to the combination of the resulting mix oil and gasoline for use as fuel in the motorcycle. 
Colombia also means tip, you albricias.



ligados
It means United, bound, tied, fastened, knotted, locked, interlaced, lazados.

ligadura
It means mooring, bondage.  Knotting that is done with threads or ropes.  In Medicine it is a surgical process of
permanent female sterilization in which the fallopian tubes are linked. 

ligaduras
It can be a surgical procedure for definitive contraceptive purposes.  It consists of knotting, cutting or sealing the
Fallopian Tubes.  This method or procedure is also called Pomeroy.  Ligatures are also cotton yarn ribbons, which are
used to replace bandages.

ligar
It means tying, tying, fastening, knotting, locking, linking, joining.  It also means relate, combine, mix, group, ally.  In
Colombia it also means reaching, achieving, getting, getting, conquering, especially when it comes to something
complicated or difficult.

lignito
It is the name of a coal ore, which is formed by compression of peat.  Fossilized wood .  It is black or brown.  It is
despicable or crumbly. 

lignosos
Lignosos to say Woody, having lignin.  They have wood.

lignun
It is a word from the Latin language, meaning wood.  It can mean wood, wood, splinter.  Type of ancient vessel used in
the Mediterranean. 

liguito
Type of wild plum of low quality. 

liguria
It is the name of one of the regions in which Italy is divided.  Genoa is the capital of Liguria.  Liguria is part of the
euro-region of the Alpes-mediterraneo.

lija
Cardboard paper that has bonded abrasive particles that allows it to be used for scratching, scraping, wareing, polishing,
grinding.  It is a lime inflection, which means raer, scrape, grind, polish.  The abrasive material can be powdered glass,
grinding, ground sand.  There are also two kinds of sandpaper fish: one is a type of shark from the family Scyliorhinidae
(also called red-painting) and another is that of some reef fish in the Family Monacantidae.

lijar
It is the action of applying an abrasive on a surface in order to eliminate roughness.  Smooth, polish, virute, file, wear,
smerilar. 



likes
It's an English language word that means like, like, want, like.  Approval, support, adherence, vote in favour in computer
or social media terms. 

lila
It is a name of woman of Arab origin and means beautiful as the flower of that color.

lilia
It is a woman's name of Arab origin and means lily or lily (the flower). 

liliales
In Botany it is a plant taxon, which belongs to the Taxonomic Category of Order.  Name of a Plant Order that includes 10
families and about 1300 species.  They have striking lily-like flowers.  They are monocotyledonous, perennial,
herbaceous and almost always bulbous.  It belongs to the Liliopsida Class. 

lilieth
lilieth is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Lilieth; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a name of
Latin origin and means pure and clean as the Flor de el Lirio. It has as Lilia, Liliana and Lilian, Lillian, Lilly and Lilyane
variants.

lilios
Plural of Lilio.  It is one of the common names of a plant of the family Liliaceae.  It also receives the names of St.
Joseph's Rod, Lily or Azucena.  Its scientific name is Lilium candidum.

liliputienses
Plural of Lilliputian.  Imaginary people in Gulliver's, which were supposedly very tiny and living in the Kingdom called
Lilliput.  The small village.  It means born, resident or in relation with the Kingdom of Lilliput.

lilit
According to Talmudic tradition, Lilit or Lilith, was the name of the first spouse of Adam, which supposedly was Eva in
the Christian faith.  Lilith had been created from clay as Adam.  Rejecting the subordination to Adam, left Eden and
refused to have offspring with Adam.  Became a demon and stealing or killing children.

lilliana
It is a woman's name in English that is equivalent to Liliana in Spanish.  It means the one that is pure like the lily and is
of Arab origin.  It has as variants Lilian, Lillian, Lilliene, Lilia.  The name of an asteroid, which was named after one of the
daughters of U.S. astronomers Harlow Shapley and Martha Betz. 

lima
It is the Capital of Peru.  It is an inflection of filing, which means raer, scraping, sanding, polishing, grinding.  It is also the
fruit of the lime tree or sweet lemon.  Loma is an implement of cosmetics to fix nails and a tool for polishing the hooves
of horses.

lima bergamota
It is a citrus fruit with rough skin, acidic flavor and pear shape.  He is of Italian origin.  It is also called orange lime or



simply bergamot.  In South America it is grown in Brazil and Argentina.

lima chichona
It is the name of a shrub and its fruit.  It is also called sweet or fresh lime, bergamot, also known as limonson or Rome
lemon lima.  It is a variety of citrus set tenicemente as the Citrus variety × limetta.  It has thick skin and two notorious
nipples on the ends of the fruit.

limaco
It can mean dirt, dirt, sam, silt silt.  Also boring, bland person.  It is also one of the common names for an invertebrate,
slug-like mollusk or snail. 

limadura
They are metal particles remaining after filing something metallic.  Shaved or grated metal.  Metallic powder, small
pieces of metal.

limar
It is an activity in which a file is used to scrape.  It means raer, scrape, sand, polish, grind.   Cosmetic activity consisting
of using a file to fix your nails and a tool to polish the hooves of horses.

limas
Files, it is the plural of lima.  It may be the fruit of the tree of fresh lemon or lime tree.  You can also refer to the inflection
of filing, which means raer, scraping, scratching, grating, grinding, sanding, grinding.  Lima is also the implement used to
fix nails or to sand or scrape the helmets to the horses.

limatón
It is a kind of large-fruited citrus.  sweet lime.  In forestry is a piece of wood similar to a Ribbon or shelf.  It is also a
round and rough, lima used to shoe horses.

limeño
It means that it is native to Lima, capital of Peru.  Who resides in Lima or is related to Lima. 

limerancia
In Psychology it is an involuntary state of mind in which we feel the need to be reciprocated by those who attract us
romantically.  Desire to be reciprocated by the loved one. 

limerencia
It is the disease of love.  It is either exaggerated or obsessive love.  It is an involuntary State of mind generated by a
sprawling romantic attraction.

limero
It is a variety of citrus fruit, which in Colombia also called sweet lime.  It belongs to the family Rutaceae.  There are
many varieties of files because they are hybrids of Carballo sweet citrus and citrus acids.  The most common in
Colombia is the variety Citrus limetta which receives other common names like sweet, lima chichona or lime bergamot,
sweet lemon, limonson or lemon of Rome.  In Colombia the tree we say lime or lime tree.



liminal
It means it's within normal limits of perception.  That is understandable, parsable, acceptable or not, consciously. 
Conscience.  Therefore, subliminal, means that it is below that limit, that it is done or said not to be sufficiently analyzed
and not resorted to agency.  It is not consciously analyzed,

limitante
It means it puts an end or delimits.  It puts border or separates.  Obstacle, barrier, control, difficulty, impairment,
restriction. 

limite departameltal
limit departameltal is incorrectly written and should be written as "Departmental limit." being its meaning:<br>The correct
way is departmental limit. In Colombia and other countries internal political division is not in provinces, or cantons, but in
departments and their territories have borders that are well defined by the IGAC ( Institute geographic Agustin Codazzi )
there were defined its boundaries. Departmental limits are generally determined by arcifinios or landmarks.   ( An
arcifinio limit is a natural boundary, can be a river or the edge of a mountain ). Watershed or boundary line between two
departments. A line that defines the territory of a Department.

limmen
It is the name of a city in the province of Holland, north of the Netherlands or Neederland.  It is part of the municipality of
Castricum and is very close to Alkmaar.  Name of a sprawling Australian National Park, near Darwin (Northern
Territory).  It has great anthropological value and was recently created.  Name of a river and valley in Australia. 

limnocharis
It means beauty, grace and elegance of the Lake.  It is a genus of aquatic plants belonging to the family Alismataceae. 
In Southeast Asia, they are edible.

limo
It's a limar inflection.  It means scraping, raer, polishing.  It is also used as a synonym for correcting, enhancing,
retouching, moderating.  It also means mud, silt, mud, mud, legao.

limonaria
It is one of the common names of an aromatic plant for medicinal use.  In Colombia we also call it lemongrass.  In other
countries it has other names : malojillo or citronera (Venezuela), mal ojillo (Bolivia), in French is Citronelle , hierba Luisa
(Ecuador, Chile and Peru), cedron ( Argentina ).  Its scientific name is Cymbopogon citratus and belongs to the family
Poaceae.  It is basically used for the control of very high fevers and flatulence.

limoncello
It is also called lemongrass or lemongrass.  It is the name of a typical Italian liqueur that is obtained from maceerating
lemon peels and other citrus peels in alcohol.  It is yellow in color and is typical in the Campania region. 

limoncillo
In Colombia it is one of the names of an aromatic plant of the Poaceae family.  We also call it lemon.  Other common
names are lemongrass , lemon balm , lemongrass , lemongrass , lemongrass , lemongrass , cedron kapi'i , page , lemon
cane , holy cane , lemon grass , lemon straw .  Lemon balm.  Its scientific name is Cymbopogon citratus (grass that
tastes like lemon). 



limones
It is the name of a municipality of Quintana Roo in Mexico. In Colombia says lemons people's bad temper. They are the
fruit of the lemon or lemon tree, there are many varieties of lemon as Castile, American, Tahiti, Mandarin. It is actually a
hybrid, ( Citrus × limon ). Family Rutaceae.De vulgar way it is say lemons to the breasts of a woman.

limosna
It means gift, donation, obolus, help, charity, donation.  What is given to another who is in need and without expecting
anything in return.  What is given to a beggar or needy. 

limosnear
Condition of begging, performed by those who lack the necessities of subsistence.  Mendicant attitude.  Beg. 

limosnero
In Colombia it is the same as beggar, pedigree or beggar.  Person living off public charity or begging.  He asks for
handouts from others.  Person who lives on alms (we do not use it to designate the giver alms, as it is used in various
parts of Spain).

limón
Fruit of lemon tree.  Name of a tree and its fruits.  Citrus fruit very fragrant and very acidic.  Name given to a light shade
of green . 

limpia
It means hygienic, neat, neat.  On Colombia's Atlantic Coast it means fuetera, zurra, beating.  Strong punishment of a
child, usually on leashes.  Physical punishment.  In agricultural activities, cleaning, remove weeds from a crop or
plantation. 

limpiador
In computer science it is an application or program that serves to delete useless or disposable files or information. 
Product used for cleaning or cleaning.  It means that it cleans.  Implement used to do cleaning. 

limpiando
It is an inflection of clean.  It means clean, wash, washing, bathing, sweep, debug, purify, delete, delete, strip, repair,
decontaminate.

limpión
Trap used in the kitchen to dry the table or sideboard or vessels when washed.  Cleaning trap. 

lina
Lina is a woman's name.  It is of Russian origin.  It is also the abbreviated name of Adelina, Carolina and Angelina.

linaje
It means a person's ancestry.  Quality or rank of someone's ancestors.  Lineage, class, caste, race, nobility, prosapia.

linajuda



It means that it has lineage, which has alcurnia, which comes from the nobility, which belongs to the aristocracy.  Person
of great performance or boasting of it.  Aristocrat, lady, lady, ecopetada, stately, noble, dentary, illustrious, distinguished,
pooch. 

linarita
It is a mineral with a blue glassy veneer.  Must its name to that described for the first you see a piece found in 40
Linares; 41 Spain;.  It is in essence a lead and copper sulfate, it is very little.  It is associated with chalcopyrite.

lince
It is a carnivorous animal of the family Felidae.  Its fur is mottled but its main characteristics are to have a kind of beard
(plume of hairs on the cheeks), plume of hairs on the ears, long ears and also a very short tail.  It lives only in the
Northern Hemisphere.  Its scientific name is Lynx lynx. 

linde
In Colombia we use it as a synonym for edge, border, boundary, boundary.  Turning lindar, meaning limited, have
neighbourhood.

lindeces
In Colombia, extravagances.  Eye-catching or notorious but negative-looking things.  Offensive, humiliating words, which
are pronounced with irony or sarcasm. 

lindero
In Colombia we use it as a synonym for limit, edge, border, border. 

lindura
It means beauty.  It has the quality of cute (a).  Beautiful, very beautiful. 

line up
These are English terms that mean alignment or getting in line.  line up, queue. 

linfocitos
Plural lymphocyte.  They are a type of immune cells in the body.  They are a class of white blood cells that are part of
the immune system.  They are found in the blood and also in the lymphatic system.  Its main function is the generation
of antibodies.  They develop in the thymus and bone marrow.

linfopenia
In Medicine is the name given to a blood disorder.   Refers to abnormal low blood T and B lymphocyte count.  It can be
caused by malnutrition, as a side effect of chemotherapy or radiation therapy, severe stress, excessive fasting or viral
processes.  It can cause problems in the immune system.  Lymphocytopenia is also called lymphocytopenia. 

linga
Lingam is also used.  In Sanskrit and Yoga practices is mla representation of the male sexual organ.  Phallus, penis .  In
the Philippines it is the way to call a kind of sesame. 



lingerie
It is a word of French origin and refers to underwear or intimate lady clothing.  Soft and lace clothing.  Lingerie. 

linguinear
linguinear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Linguinear." being its meaning:<br>It is preparing or
consuming pasta linguine or linguini ( in Spanish tongue ).  We know these pastes as noodles.

ling¿¿stica
The correct term is Linguistics. Concerning languages. Related languages. Science that deals explain and describe the
facts of language in all 40 levels; Lexicon, phonic and syntactic ).

linimento
It is the name of a somewhat oily medicinal preparation that is used to make frictions and massages.  In most
preparations it has ammonia, which gives a penetrating smell. 

linky
It is not a word the Spanish language but English. It is a trademark of electric skateboards and their slogan is "Freedom
in your bag" (is the first folding electric scooter that fits in a bag.

lino
It is a male name of Latin origin.  Soft as fabric (linen) .  Name of one of Apollo's sons.  Name of the Second Catholic
Pope .  Name of a fibrous root plant from which a fiber used in fabrics is extruded, Name of a very soft fabric. 

linqueños
It means born, resident or associated with Lincoln.  Lincoln is a town in Argentina, in the province of Buenos Aires and a
party.  Also read linquenos all those followers of Abraham Lincoln, who promoted the abolition of slavery and supported
him who in the civil war.

linusa
In Argentina, it means laziness, laziness, apathy, dissidia.  In Mexico it is the name of a Travel Agency.

linuses
linuses is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Linus is" being its meaning:<br>I think the question is about Linus
is... It of Linus goes in two directions. Linus Tolvards is a computer engineer Finnish, creator of Linux, said " If someone
finds a problem, other fixes quickly ". This is the law of the Errores.La Linus law refers to the process that the internet
user is: in the first phase is survival ( need ) the second of 40 social life; communication ) and the third of 40
entertainment; relaxation ) law of the open source or motivation...

linuxero
So call the Linux user.  Linux is a Unix-like free operating system.

linyera
Bag with the meager belongings of a tramp.  Dirty, neglected and without residence or domicile established person. 
Person on the street, street inhabitant status.



lionel
It is the English version of the Male Name in Spanish Leonel (and in English it is pronounced "Laionell").  It means little
lion.  The name is of Greek origin, with that meaning and derived from Leonellus.  In the case of Lionel Messi, his name
is due to the great admiration of his parents for Lionel Richie, the famous singer.  Curiously, Lionel Messi likes more that
they use as a contraction of his name "Leo" and not "Lio" (for its meaning in Spanish). 

lionrock
Name of a mountain in Hong Kong and a Park.  Translate Lion Rock or Rock Lion.  It is located in sha Tin District
District.  Name of a star in the constellation Aquarius. 

lió
It is a rolling-verbal inflection. It means arming, ammarrar, flirt, entangle, embrollar, grab.

lipa
It means belly, belly, stomach.  It is a term used in the Colombo-Venezuelan Plains.  It is also the name of a river, which
is a tributary of the Arauca River.  Drains from the Eastern mountain range by the department of Arauca.

lipídica
Relating to lipids (fats and oils).  It also means small.  It is a term used in biochemistry. 

lipoaspiracion
It's the same as liposuction.  It is an aesthetic treatment by which fat is extracted by suction. 

lipoma
In Medicine it is a benign tumor that forms in soft tissues.  Subcutaneous soft nodules in adipocytes.

liposoluble
It means that it dissolves in fat.  It dissolves into lipids. 

lipotransferencia
In essence it is a fat or fatty tissue transplant.  It's done for aesthetic purposes.

lipperta
It means dedicated to Lippert.  Lippert was the surname of a German merchant, named Eduard Amadeus Lippert, who
donated equipment for an astronomical observatory in Hamburg.  Name of an asteroid.

liquidada
Inflection to settle .  It can mean killing, killing, deleting, finishing, destroying, annihilating.  It can also mean to settle,
pay, adjust, finish. 

liquify
It is an English word which means blending.  Dilute, melt, desleir, melt, dissolve.



lirio
It is the name of a plant and its flowers, which belong to the family Liliaceae.  There are 110 species.  They are also
often called lilies or martens.  it is a very toxic plant for cats and rodents.  Flower of lis.

lirio acuático
They are commonly also known as aguapes, water hyacinths, hyacinths, bushings, hyacinths of water, bora, water
hyacinth or taruyas.  They are aquatic perennial plants of the family Pontederiacea genus Eichhornia.  The abundance
of water hyacinth can lead to eutrophication of a body of water.  However, they are very useful for the uptake of heavy
metals such as cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg), in polluted waters.

lirio español
It is one of the many names of a plant in the family Iridaceae (genus Iris).  Its scientific name is Iris xiphium (meaning as
the gladiole).  It receives many common names such as : smelly swordsman, servant's mouth, blue lily, lily of Valladolid.

liriope
In Greek mythology she was a Naiad of Boeotia.  She was the daughter of one of the river gods of Phocida.  She was
raped by the river god Cephissus and from that union Narcissus was born.  In botany it is the name of a genus of
decorative plants in the family Asparagaceae.  They are herbaceous, monocotyledonous and with tapered leaves.  It is
also the name of an asteroid (414). 

lirondo
It means calm, quiet.  That you fall asleep easily or that you have a peaceful sleep. 

lisa
It means surface without roughness.  It's also the name of a fish.  It is also called liza, mujol, muil, corcón, or mujol.  Its
scientific name is Mugil cephalus and belongs to the mugilidae family.  It is also a woman's name of Latin origin and
means consecrated to God.  

lisiado
He has a permanent injury.  In Colombia it means unable to move or walk.  You have a member paralyzed or are unable
to move a member.  Impeded, crippled.

lisiados
People affected by some evil or aquejamiento, which prevents them from developing their activities in a normal manner. 
Cripples, mutilated, unused, disabled, wounded, injured, hobbled, paralyzed, distressed, affected.

lisímaco
The correct term is Lysimachus.  It is a name of Greek origin for male and means that disperses the battle.  Successor
of Alexander the great.

liso
It means that it has no wrinkles or roughness.  Plain, flat, smooth, satin.  It is also soft, smooth.  In Colombia of colloquial
way, robber, thief, caco.

liso y llano na



Smooth and plain (na), means no roughness, no wrinkles, no bumps, no compliques without washers, unadorned. 
Simple.

listado
It means that it has stripes, stripes or lists of various colors.  striped.  It can also be a list or relationship of people.  Index
, Series , Table , Box , List , Relationship , Catalog , Record , Inventory . 

listeriosis
Listeria monocytogenes is a disease that gives to cattle caused by the bacterium Listeria monocytogenes.  It is a
disease that can be transmitted to humans, but when it occurs it can be fatal.  It is transmitted in milk, cheese or meat.

listeritis
It is also called Listeria or Listeriosis.  It is an infection caused by eating food contaminated with a bacterium called
Listeria or Listeria monocytogenes.  It is presented by consumption of raw foods, but especially cheese or sausages. 
Also for consumption of poorly washed vegetables, undercooked or raw fish.  It can lead to death. 

listerosis
It is the name of a bacteriosis or food poisoning caused by the bacterium Listeria monocytogenes.  Poisonings caused
by bacteria of the genus Listeria (which means dedicated to Lister, a British surgeon : Joseph Lister). 

listòn
In Colombia it is a long and thin piece of sawn wood.  Carpentry piece.  Long list.

listón
In Colombia it is a piece of long and narrow wood.  It is usually 3 meters long and can be between 3 and 8 centimeters
wide.  It can also mean list, tape, band.

lisura
It means smoothness, softness, delicacy, frankness, sincerity, donaire, garbo, grace.  In Venezuela it is I desparpajo,
brazenness and in Central America is insolence, rudeness.

litargirio
Name that in the Middle Ages was given to lead oxide, almartaga or masicot.  Today the names masicolite or masicolite
are used more.   .

litaruda
I think that they wanted to say Literuda, which is a residence, clinic, type of room or accommodation, where only used
only bunk beds, cots, hammocks, loungers, Bard or stretchers. Full of uncomfortable beds Inn.

litche
Leechee, litchi or litchy are also used.  It is one of the common names of a tropical tree and its fruits.  It is also called
achiotillo, Chinese sucker or lyche.  Its scientific name is Nephelium lappaceum and belongs to the family Sapindaceae. 

litchi



It is also called lechia, lychee or litche.  It is the name of a plant and its fruits.  Its scientific name is Litchi chinensis and it
belongs to the Sapindaceae family.  It is native to China. 

litera
Beds uncomfortable and overlapping of a boat.  cabins.

literal
That is said or done to the letter, according to the original order.  They are like the original, the model or the font.  That
has not been changed, altered, or modified.  Relating to the letters .  It is also a type of paragraph in a rule, law, or
regulation that is headed by a letter.  It is usually an explanatory or supplementary part of an article or a numeral. 

literalizar
Do things or enforce the rules to the letter so that variations or changes are not allowed.  To the literal, with all
requirements or conditions. 

litigio
In jurisprudence it means lawsuit, case, trial, process, cause, demand, debate, controversy, dispute, complaint,
discussion, pendency, quarrel, fight.  Contest, encounter.  War. 

litio
In ancient Greek it means pebble.  Pebble.  It is the name of a chemical, alkaline element, whose atomic number is 3
and its symbol is Li.  In pure form it is a lightweight, white, soft metal, which oxidizes rapidly in the presence of water or
air. 

lito
In Colombia it is apococope of Joselito (Sometimes also used for the diminutive Manuelito and Miguelito).  It is the name
of a cloth or piece of cloth usually white that waiters use to protect themselves from the heat when serving their
customers.  It was the name of a football team that existed in Uruguay.  It is also a Greek prefix meaning stone.

litomancia
Divination using stones, boulders or gems. 

litoral
It means coastal land, seashore, coastal territory.  Strip of land that lies on the shores of the sea, beach, coast, margin,
riba.

liturgia
It is the set of practices that regulate a religion and its religious ceremonies.  Worship, rite, ritual.  There are several
types of liturgy. 

livácea
I think the question is about olive.  It means olive green or that it looks like a light green.  It is also another way to call the
golf turtle or olive turtle (sea turtle).  Its scientific name is Lepidochelys olivacea , belongs to the family Cheloniidae.



liviana
It means that it is light.  Light, weightless, subtle.  slight, superficial.  It can also mean debauched, lascivious, fickle,
insoppressive, frivolous. 

liviano
It means that it is underweight.  Subtle, slight, light, weightless, superficial.  Digestible, fickle, frivolous, debauched,
lascivious food. 

lividinoso
The correct term is libidinous, with b.  Mean lewd, lustful, sinful, libertine, concupiscente, immoral.

lividinosos
The correct term is libidinous, with b.  Plural of libidinous.  It means concupiscente, lewd, unchaste, erotic, lascivious,
sinful, voluptuous.  .

livido
The correct term is livid, with tilde.  It means colorless, pale, yellowish, emaciated.

lixiviación
Leaching action or effect.  Soil percolation with fluids.  It is the production of flows in the soil originated by the organic
decomposition of rubbish.

liz
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin and means God's Promise.  It is also the apocope of several women's names
such as Elizabeth, Lizbeth, Lizette and Lisette.  Lis with s, is a heraldic flower, the flower of the lily.

liza
It is a name of biblical origin woman and that means "loved by God".  Apocope of the feminine name Elizabeth with
Eliza.  Liz.  As all name, spelling imposes it his same character, there is also those who write Lisa or Lis.  Variants:
Liseth, Lizette.

lizar
It is the action or effect of Lizar.  It means smooth, ironing boards, steam.  It also means fighting, fighting.

lizarazu
It is a surname of Basque origin (Navarro).  It means viewpoint of large ash trees.  Fresnedo .  Thick ash forest.  It exists
in France and Spain.  It is equivalent to the surname Lozarazo in Spanish.  Surname of French football player whose full
name is Bixente Jean-Michel Lizarazu ( Vicente Lizarazu ). 

líbano
Name of a Middle Eastern country, its capital is Beirut.  The name of a town in Buenos Aires Province, Argentina.  Name
of a municipality of Colombia that belongs to the Department of Tolima. 

líbelo



It means pamphlet , brochure .  It is a type of writing in which people, ideas or institutions are slandered or denigrate. 
Text in which someone is defamed, slandered or accused. 

líbelula
The Dragonfly is an insect paleoptero ( that may not spread their wings ) that in Colombia also I say ladies, helicopters,
horses of the devil, Mojaculos or Water dragons.  This 40 Cancellatum; insect wings unequal ) It is a driver grna of the
mosquito that transmits dengue fever, so it is used for biological control.  It belongs to the order Odonata, and there are
some 6. 000 different species.  One of its features is that it can fly in any direction and can also hold in one spot.

líbido
It is more indicated libido, without tilde (libido) , so as not to confuse with livid that means pale or amorated.  It means
sexual attraction, sexual desire, desire for pleasure.  It is a term used in Medicine and Psychology.

líchigo
In Colombia it has two different meanings.  It can mean being in the inopia, iliar without money, peeled.  It is also one of
the ways to call the market square or errand.  Fruit and vegetable market.   In Colombia lichiga, it is told to a cloth bag,
cloth backpack or a talego, therefore, the whole market that fits in the lichiga, is called the lichigo.

lícito
It means that it is legal and permissible.  That is permitted by law.  Legal, permitted, fair, legitimate, reasonable, is
contemplated and permitted within the law.

línea roja
It means limit, maximum tolerated.  Top.  extreme.  Demarcation that announces that a fault or infraction is committed. 
Border where the risk begins or danger zone. 

lío
Abbreviation of the name of male Lionel .  One of the ways to call Lionel Messi, who is also called "The Flea."  Lio, also
means tied, bundled, bale, package, wrapping.  It can also mean confusion, chaos, tumult, fuss, fight or also gossip, lie,
bewred.  Inflection of rolling, which means joining, tying, gathering. 

lío de faldas
It means problems with women, clandestine affairs.

lítote
It is a rhetorical figure that consists of denying or suppressing what is really meant.  It is a rhetorical figure that consists
of not expressing everything that you want to imply without ceasing to be understood by the listener.  Understand the
intention of what the speaker is going to say. 

lívido
In Colombia we use it as an adjective to say glowing pale, colorless, emaciated, cadaveric, whitish, xenopsaris.  Also
used as a synonym for bluish, purple, violet, blue, emaciated, colorless.

ljuba
Ljuba is the name of a village in Serbia and belonging to the Syrmia District (Sid municipality).  It is a name of woman



and man of Bulgarian origin.  Abbreviation of the Masdculino name of Serbian origin Ljubomir .  Name of a famous
soprano of Bulgarian origin, named Ljuba Welitsch.  Name and pseudonym of Serbian painter and writer, whose full
name was Ljubomir "Ljuba" Popovic. It is also the name of an asteroid. 

llacas
llacas is incorrectly written and should be written as "LLacas or Yacas." being its meaning:<br>The llacas or yacas, are
about marsupials of small size, of very long tails, very similar to the mouse and pointed snouts.  They are in Chile and
Argentina.  They are similar to the mice.  Its scientific name is Thylamis pallidor and is of the family Didelphidae.  They
also tell him pale mouse.

llacho
In South America, and especially in the Andean countries, it is a hat woven in wool that covers the ears, to protect
themselves from the cold.  It is usually colorful and is used by all in cities of height (men, women, children).  In Quechua,
llacho or llachu is the name of an aquatic plant similar to hyacinth, scientific name Ramex cuneifolius, serving as fodder
for livestock.  It is located in lakes and rivers.  Also called it llach' or or laqo.

llaco
Male of a class of opossum in Chile.  Male of the llaca .  Chilean narsupial mammal of small size.  You can also say
Yaco.  Its scientific name is Thylamys elegans or Marmosa elegans.  It belongs to the family Didelphidae  

llaguentos
llaguentos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Llaguientos." being its meaning:<br>Llaguentos is a rare
surname. I think that they wanted to tell llaguientos: so there are two definitions. The first is a person who helps the
helpless or by extension to the poor. It is also a person or animal with many sores.

llaguientos s
Needless to s.  It means full of sores.  Plural of llaguiento.  Llagoso leper, ulcerative, stigmatized, troubled, grieved,
shocked.  In Colombia llaguiento, it is also a person who voluntarily is dedicated to serve or help needy or too needy
people.

llajua
It is the name of a hot sauce in Bolivia.  It is prepared with hot pepper and tomato. 

llama
It is the name of a camelid animal native to the South American Andes.   Its scientific name is Lama glama and belongs
to the family Camelidae.  It is a very useful animal in the Peruvian Andes and Bolivians, serves for load and also
supplied meat, milk, wool and leather.  Flame is also the language of fire seen in a bonfire.  Flame, flare.

llamarolo
llamarolo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Flame rolo" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is flame
rolo.  In Bogota, to people born, maids and children of Bogota called cops.  But the bogotan son of foreign or provincial,
whether from Bogota, he is not a COP, is called rolo.

llamativo
It is a qualifying adjective which means colourful, attractive, flowery.  colorful, lucid and beautiful.  It means that it
attracts, that it is striking that excels by its colors or its quality.



llambiar
It is not a word in the Spanish language but if of the Asturian language. It means lick or lamber. Pass the language
several times for one thing to savour it. Zoom in to rub or gently touch a thing.

llampí
Name of a Spanish town in the Balearic Islands, very close to María de la Salut.  They may also ask for Yampi, with and
.  If so, it is the stage name of a Puerto Rican rapper.  His real name is Jean Pierre Soto. 

llampuga
It is one of the common names for a sea fish.  Also known as parakeet, dolphinfish, yampua, sandal, llampuki, lampuga.
Its scientific name is Coryphaena hippurus, family Coryphaenidae. 

llana
It is the name of a tool used in masonry.  It is a tool made of a smooth, handle-handled plank, which is used to flatten
layers of cement, plaster or stucco.  It usually has a surface that is square or rectangular. 

llanera
In Llanera Colombia is the person or woman who is born in the eastern plains of Colombia. Music in the same region. 
characterized by having as basis harp, Cuatro and straining.

llanerita
Diminutive of llanera .  Llanera small, girl born in the Llano. 

llanerito
In Colombia is a podrywacze, a camera, a llanero child, a small Ranger.  Child born in the eastern plains of Colombia

llanero
Person born in the Eastern Plains of Colombia.  Person born in the Western Plains of Venezuela.  That belongs or is
related to the plain (flat zone).  It is also synonymous with rider, horseman, person who rides well on horseback. 

llanero, ra
In Colombia he means born in the Llanos, of the Eastern Plains of Colombia.  They are considered plainsmen, all those
departments that have extensive savannahs in the Orinoquia, such as Arauca, Casanare, Meta and Vichada and a part
of Cundinamarca.  They are usually very good riders and are dedicated to extensive livestock.  Music from the same
region.  Name of their culture and traditions.  It is also plainser in the same way who belongs to the Western Plains of
Venezuela, the States of Apure, Barinas, Portuguesa, or the Central Plains in Guárico and Cojedes.

llantas
Plural rim .  Wheels of a vehicle.  Bananas or fats in the belly are also called rims. 

llanten
The correct term is plantain.  It is the name of a medicinal plant, also known as Plantago, lanten, gypsy girl, rabbit ear,
hemp seed.  It belongs to the family Plantaginaceae.  Its scientific name is Plantago major.  In Colombia is a surname of
Indian origin.  The word is of quechua origin.



llantencillo
A type of small leaves plantain.  It is a medicinal plant.   They also say lower plantain, plantago minor, carrajo stroller,
plant rib, rib, seven veins, calracho, plantain, llantaina.  Its scientific name is lanceolate Plantago, Plantago also minor
and belong to the family Plantaginaceae.

llapa
It means yapa, added.  It's a word of Quechua origin.  It is also the name of a city in Peru and a district, which belong to
the Province of San Miguel and the Department of Cajamarca.

llapango
It means barefoot, person who doesn't wear shoes.   Who walks clean or clean paw.  There is also the possibility that
you ask for Ilopango (With initial capital, which looks like an l and with or instead of a ), if so it is a lake of volcanic origin
and a volcano that exist in El Salvador.  It is also the name of a municipality in the same area and the word that is of
Nahuatl origin means Valley of the Elotes (maize plant).  Therefore Ilopango also mean cornors.

llapuy
In Quechua language, llapuy (or better yapuy) wants to say plowing, tilling.   The name of a folk musical group in Chile. 
The Word also means spell, spell, spell.  The work of witchcraft.

llar
It is the name given to a chain from which the boiler is hung from a chimney.  It can also mean fire pit. 

llasca
It's the same as lacquer.  A thin fragment that comes off a s rock or laminar.  Slice, slice, slice. 


